Explore the difference
in Enterprise Storage
On-Demand with Zadara
The ultimate storage solution; simple, reliable and secure.

As today’s modern enterprises are having to keep pace with customers in an
increasingly on-demand culture, new storage concerns are coming to the surface.
Capacity utilization and physical space challenges surmount as businesses keep
adding boxes and racks in their data centers as their data store grows. The need
for a new solution is paramount.
As enterprise businesses scale, data storage requirements continue to increase
and become more complex. With the adoption of hybrid IT, the challenges and
headaches caused by disparate workloads and shadow IT are becoming all too
familiar.

Who is Zadara?
Zadara’s Advanced Storage on
Demand at Cyxtera data centers
worldwide and you get all the
power of enterprise storage as a
fully-managed, 100%-OpEx service
that allows you to operate more

The Solution: Achieve Financial and Operational Flexibility
with Enterprise Storage On-Demand

efficiently and effectively. Zadara’s
proven storage solution combines
the functionality of enterprise
storage with the agility of a cloud

Now you can deploy advanced storage on demand at Cyxtera, powered by

model. Use Zadara on CXD and
at Cyxtera data centers to get a

Zadara, and reduce your financial and operational risks. Zadara’s proven solution

technology refresh without CapEx

combines the functionality of an enterprise storage with the agility of a cloud

costs, implement a multi-tier

model.

backup-as-a-service solution,

Zadara’s industry-standard hardware and patented software delivers the power
of enterprise-class data storage and management - with the convenience of the

create a private cloud with all the
capabilities of your data center,
and much more.

cloud.
Any data type. Any protocol. Any location.

To learn more visit
www.zadara.com

Powerful Capabilities. Capably Managed.

Benefits
Flexible: 100%-OpEx; grow and
shrink on demand

Block, file and
object storage

All-flash + dedupe;
SSD cache options

Thin provisioned
volumes

Large volume
sizes

NFS, CIFS (AD),
FC, iSCSI, iSER

Secure: at-rest, in-flight
encryption; totally isolated
resources

Multi-zone
high-availability

Non-disruptive
upgrades

Remote
mirroring

Cluster
support

At-rest, in-flight
data encryption

Complete: block, file, object;
snapshots, mirrors, thin
provisioning and more
Convenient: public/private cloud
hosted at Cyxtera location(s)
Efficient: no storage tech refresh

Streamlined, Secure, Scalable Storage
All your data stored in a single services. Any data type. Any protocol. Any location.

On Premises

Enterprise Bare Metal

issues; fully managed solution

Hyperscale Public Cloud

Zadara Fully-Managed Enterprise Data Cloud
Antivirus

Backup

DR

HA

Archive

DFS

Integrated Data Services & Apps

VMware

Containers

FS&S

MSFT

ROBO

More...

Reach out to
sales@cyxtera.com to

Virtual Private Storage Array

Zadara Virtual Private Storage

Virtual Private Object Store

learn more about Enterprise
Storage On-Demand.

Big Data/Analytics

Dev Ops

Field Sales

IT Operations

Production

Remote Offices
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